
Every minute that your equipment
is down, you’re losing money. In
fact, the average restaurant owner
spends between $500 and $2,500
each month on equipment repairs.
Preventative equipment
maintenance saves restaurant
owners thousands of dollars each
year. Despite that fact, most
restaurants don’t keep up with PM
tasks for their ovens, freezers,
coffee makers, and other
frequently used machines. Why?
It’s a hassle. But QSRSoft’s
Equipment solution just made it so
easy. 

Keep your restaurant
equipment making you
money
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Make stronger reinvestment decisions with asset management  
Keep track of all your equipment—in all locations—with our QSRSoft Equipment solution.
Having a central location for managing multiple locations means you can easily identify
where you can save money by reallocating funds or relocating equipment. And it helps in
deciding whether a repair job or an investment in new equipment is the next smart move.
The best part? Thanks to QSRSoft Equipment metrics, the decisions you make will be
based on data, instead of guesswork, meaning less of your time and money wasted.  

Increase equipment reliability with regular planned maintenance  
Maximizing the lifespan of your equipment and preventing costly downtime and repairs
takes effort. Frequent cleaning, inspecting, and replacing damaged or missing parts is
critical. Our QSRSoft Equipment solution breaks these important steps down into
automated tasks that you can assign to staff, track their progress, and check off when
complete. Customize these PM tasks according to your priorities and the equipment’s
instructions, setting daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, or custom real-time alerts to let you
know when something needs to be done. 

Here’s how QSRSoft Equipment works for you: 

Save time when things break using an easy ticketing repair process  

Though PM keeps your equipment running smoothly for longer periods, breakdowns do
happen. When they do, having a plan in place will minimize downtime and get you back on
your feet faster. The QSRSoft Equipment solution gives you visibility for each step of the
repair process, from ticketing to completion. It helps you stay organized and track repairs
in all locations, so you know what needs to be done, and how close you are, to getting
back up and running.  

Rest easy, knowing equipment is operating efficiently with real-time alerts  
Never be the last to know when equipment breaks down. Our QSRSoft Equipment solution
sends real-time alerts when a piece of equipment malfunctions or stops working. These
alerts are sent to your desktop and devices, so you can plan repairs immediately and
avoid a ton of downtime and lost sales. You’ll get alerts for any location, allowing you to
manage equipment repairs for multiple locations remotely. And the peace of mind you’ll
get knowing that everything is running smoothly? Priceless.  

Get anytime, anywhere visibility into all equipment statuses in all locations  
Get at-a-glance updates on all your equipment—in one or all of your locations—on your
computer or smartphone. Just a couple clicks and the QSRSoft Equipment solution shows
you whether everything is operating as it should, or where you’re having equipment issues.
Check it from any device, at any time—or simply do nothing until you get a real-time alert
letting you know there’s a problem. Either way, it’s equipment management at it’s finest:
fast and from anywhere.  

Request a demo today. 

Want to see QSRSoft Equipment in action? 

 https://qsrsoft.com/request-a-demo/
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